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may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2253 93 Magazine Rd. Dilston Hare: Loggie

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2252 The Master of Disaster
Loggy was still hard at work grooming the area
for the OnOn; a lovely bush setting overlooking
his pristine lake. The peaceful ambience was
interrupted by the arrival of the SFW. Boong
had the foresight to realise the SFW is deficient
in driving skills and so proceeded to direct said
FW into a safe parking spot. Alas the SFW lived
up to his name and reputation and drove
straight into a tank trap that Loggy had
prepped ready for Doomsday. Saabs are from
Sweden too and therefor designed to withstand the harshities that SFWs inflict so little
damage was evident when he dragged its arse
backwards from the ditch. The pre run bullshitting had subsided so Loggy pointed the way
to begin the run "it begins where there is an S
written on the ground". There was the "S" as
promised near the replacement shed that Loggy accidentally burnt down. A short loop followed, passing the tractor that Loggy accidentally set fire to, before leading into the
bush next to the remains of Loggy's ride on

lawn mower that accidentally caught fire. The
trail wound around the many tracks crossing several fences, of the barbed wire type, before merging onto a proper road. Somewhere near here
Delly fell arse over tit and lost his spectacles - they
are still there in the bush as he hadn't the vision
to retrieve them. Numerous choices in direction
were narrowed to the railway track. Bugsy with
camera in hand found the rail embankment
mighty slippery and descended it on his arse - a
good warning to those that followed. A confusing
trail went bush again for a time and ended with a
on back up an old track - had Loggy lost his
way? Another trail was found to go up yet another bush track -- for miles-- had Loggy lost his way
again? Who would know? As he had dropped the
ON HOME to cease the aimless wandering. A
great bush set run by The Master Of Disaster.

ON ON:
Back at the OnOn hashers were returning from several directions some in an attempt to hide the fact
that they were sludge arses and
had not wandered far. Fire permit
permits are now required but not
for Loggy as he is skilled in the art
of arson and tonight he was showing his flair - not content with the
normal fire pot he torched up a few
heaps of bush litter and windfall. Miraculously these did not escape - I suppose because of Loggy's
supreme pyrotechnic skill. Goblet
had finished selling his second last
raffle tickets and Pash had collected his second last cash - Lip Blakey called his second last circle.

On Downs:
Loggy - a fine Hare
Saltbush - back for the night after migrating to
Queensland
ABBA - SFW bush rally driving
Deli - for his lifelike impersonation of Mr Magoo

Goblets Rigged Raffle:
Should we make the most of tonight's raffle? Next years replacement has a high standard to match.
Fingers - wine again
Blakey - double size family pack again
Sheila - WD40 and a lint free lizard rag
Saltbush - a bucket to take back to Harvey Bay
Thumbs - Meatpack
Inlet - the mystery prize - 40 pce Sidchrome socket set.

Red dress Run on Saturday February 11 at the Brunswick Hotel
It is also the Australian Wooden Boat Festival weekend – lots to
come to Hobart for and time to secure accommodation!

ONON
Topdek

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 7 th February 44B Basin Rd West Launceston Election night Hare: Abba
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 9 th February Phillips St Perth Hare: Sly
Joke of the Week

This guy walks into a bar in Redneck county and orders a white wine. Everybody sitting around
the bar looks up, surprised and the bartender looks around and says: “You ain’t from around
here, are ya… where ya from, boy?”
The guy says, “I’m from England.”
The bartender asks, “What th’ hell you do in England?”
The guy responds, “I’m a taxidermist.”
The bartender asks, “A taxidermist… now just what th’ hell is a taxidermist?”
The guy says, “I mount animals.”
The bartender grins and shouts out to the whole bar, “It’s okay boys, he’s one of us!”

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH

Abba I don’t care if
you are my Brother in
Law you are not parking the SAAB in the
ditch

Did you see Abba
put the SAAB in
the ditch

I would prefer to see what
Mother Tareesa does when
she sees the damage

